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A Composer's Introduction to Computer Music.
by
William A. S. BUXTON

ABSTRACT
A historical survey of computer music ij presented. As the title suggests, this
survey is written for the composer, in oider t.ofacilitate his access to the tools
currentry offered by technology. Approaches both to computer composition and
to sound synthesis tech':1ique!f
are considered. These are discussed in terms of
their music-theoretical implications, modes of man-machine communication,
and hardware configurations. Under computer composition, the various degrees
to which a digital computer can participate in the compositional process are
discussed. As regards sound synthesis, both digital and hybrid techniques are
~onsidered. Throughout, the presentation is based on a discussion of specific
systems, which provide a historical review of the field. In addition, extensive
references are made to the existing literature, in order to direct the reader to
additional information.
INTRODUCTION
Since the appearance of Hiller and Isaacson's ILL/A. C Suite for String Quartet (1957),
computers have played an important role in the realization of many musical compositions; nevertheless, this area of contemporary,musical life is still treated with a widespread lack of understanding. Consequently, this paper intends to provide a general
introduction to computers as they relate to the production of music. The approach
taken is that of a generaloverView.Our goal is to present the conceptual and theoretical
background which would enable the reader to evaluate and compare the various systems extant, and provide the basis for further discussion on the subject. It is hoped that
this will result in the promotion of discussionand opinion based on information, rather
than on misconception, as is too often the case now.
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THE COMPUTER

AS TOOL

Before beginning to discuss musical applications per se, it would be worth~.'lle to investigate briefly those attributes' of computers which have made them attnictive to
. musicians in the first place. Digital computers may be characterized by their two main
properties: the ability to accurately remember (i.e., store) large quantities of information for an indefinite period, and the ability to perform a sequence of - albeit simple
- instructions in a very short period of time. Differences between various computers
relate to these two attributes; that is, the amount of information which can be stored,
and the nature and speed of the instructions possible. Each of these two processes is
centered in a reasonably autonomous part of the computer: the MEMORY and the
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU), as diagrammed in figure I.
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Fig. I..

Notice in the diagram that all communication between the outside world (the USER~
and the memory takes place via the CPU. Thus, the CPU takes on the role of the "nerve
center" of the device, supervising the movement o(all information.
In the above discussion, it is intentional that nothing has been stated concerning
the paths labelled "INPUT" and "OUTPUT' in the diagram. In the conceptualization
which we are trying to establish, the computer should be considered as a modular device which is "plugged into" a particular applicatIon. The size and shape of this
"module" (i.e., the computer), along with the languages and devices used for input
and output, are then considered as properties of a particular application rather t.han
of computers in general. While this seems a trivial distinction, "itbecomes increasingly
important to keep separate the concepts of "device" and "task," for the sake of both
design and evaluation. We will therefore discuss languages and' peripheral input and
output devices later in the paper, in terms of their appropriateness to particular applications.
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In summary, it is clear that the computer can benefit the composer only insofar as
one is able to define tasks or applications which can .be served by a computer's memory
and/or ability to execute a serie.s of predetermined instructions (i.e., a PROGRAM)
As we shall see, such applications range from the automa.tion of all or part of the com.,.
positional process, to the acoustical (viz., sonic) realization of a musical composition.

MUSIC SYSTEMS IN GENERAL
The multiplicity of approaches to "computer music" are such that the potential com.,.
poser-user is frequently overwhelmed by their diversity. Thus, in order to impose some
order on our presentation, we shall commence by establishing certain criteria whereby
various systems can be compared. To begin with, our discussion will present the material in terms of two main application areas: the use of the computer in the compositional process, and the generation of acoustical signals. The reader should be aware,
however, of the bias implicit in this separation of abstract musical structures on the
one hand, and sound on the other. This is a bias which is neither reflected in all of the
systems to be discussed, nor is entirely justifiable in terms of music theory. Keeping
these misgivings in mind, we use this approach for ease of presentation.
In addition to the above mentioned separation of topics, three other considerations
should be introduced in order .to facilitate our discussion. These are:
I) What is the theoretical basis or "model" on which the system is founded (implicitly or explicitly), and what are the resulting musical assumptions or restrictions
imposed on the user?
2) What is the hardware configuration on which the system is implemented; that is,
.

what equipment is used and how is it set up?

3) What is the mode of man - machine communication; that is, how do the composer and the system interact?
While these criteria are neither u.utually exclu~ive nor all encompassing, they do
provide a basis for comparison among systems of intetest. We may now,proceed to
discuss these systems according to the two application areas mentioned above: computers and the compositional process, and computer aided sound generation.

COMPUTERS

AND COMPOSITION

Historically, there have been two main trends in the use of computers in the compositional process. These can be characterized as those programs which on being initialized,
would generate "musical" structures without further intervention by the composer
~composing programs), and those which serve as "aids" to the composer in carrying
out lower level compositional tasks (computer aided composition). Since each approach
gives rise to interesting peculiarities, we will deal with them separately.

I) Composing Programs
Much of the initial use of computers for musical purposes was in the writing of programs which, on being.initialized with the appropriate data, would generate a com-
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pleted musical structure. Early examples of such usage which are of historical importance include: Hiller and Isaacson's work at Illinois (Hiller and Isaacson, 1958, 1959
and Hiller, 1959) which resulted in the lLLlAC Suite for String Quartet (1957); the
ST program's of Xenakis (Xenakis, 1971), from which the composition A trees (1962)
was produced; and Koenig's PROJECTS I & 2 which resulted in, for example, Uebung
fiir Klavier (1969).
In each of these systems, it is the embodied model of the compositional process
which is of prime importance. In order to be implemented, each demanded that the
author fi'rst formalize, and then program the "rules" of a particular theory of composition. This is true even if the author is unaware of it. Every program for composition
embodies a specific set of such rules. Thus, it is the nature of this "theory" and its implications for the user which we shall investigate. While these are the only three systems
we will deal with under this heading, it must be realized that many other models have
been proposed or implemented for the generation of musical structures. These, include
models based on linguistics, cybernetics, systems theory and so on. See for example
(Clough, 1969), MUSICBOX (Wiggen, 1972), (Moorer, 1972), and MUSCOMP
(Rader, 1977).
The goal in the early experiments of Hiller and Isaacson was to have the computer
undertake the composition of quasi-traditional counterpoint. Theresufts of their first
four experiments constitute the movements of the lLLIAC Suite for String Quartet
(1957). The first of these experiments involved the generation of simple diatonic
melodies as well as of two and four part polyphony. In the second experiment, four
par'first species counterpoint was produced. A more modern idiom was chosen for
the' third experiment. Here, chromatic music based on tone rows was produced. Finally,
the fourth experiment involved the production of "Markovian" music, that is, music
where the notes are generated randomly, but where the probability of any particular
note being chosen is dependant on the last note(s) selected.
Throughout these experiments, the basic technique or "model" used is what is
known variously as the "Monte Carlo" technique, a "finite state" machine, "table
driven" generation, "generate and test", or "information theoretical" model. Regardless of terminology, what is meant is quite simple. It can be described in terms of three
basic steps: initialization, generation and testing. To begin with, the user of this technique must set up a table of "rules" or "conditions" which define which combinations
of notes are considered "legal". This constitutes the initialization. Thus, in experiment
two, the rules for voice leading, etc. for first species counterpoint were specified. Once
these "rule tables" have been initialized, a composition can be begun. The process is
as fol!ows: a note is generated at random (the generate step). This note is then tested
for acceptability against the "rules" which were specified in the initialization phase
(the test step). If it is accepted, it is appended onto the score. Otherwise, a new attempt
is made to generate an acceptable note. Thus, via repeated iterations through the generate a!ld test procedures, a composition is gradually built up.
In dealing with the "generate and test" technique, there are certain significant points
to be considered. First, it is important to note that the nature of the rules, which is of
prime interest from a musical point of view, is completely arbitrary from a technical
viewpoint. Thus; 'different stylistic traits, for example, can be generated simply by
h:lving the composer define his own set of rules. This is not, however, as useful a propLI
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erty as might be'at first imagined. To begin with, this technique is "left to right", That
is, a composition is "through-composed" from start to finish. As a result, there are
severe stylistic limitations on the types of musical structures which can be generated,
In addition, changing the "rple table" is a non-trivial endeavour, which significantly
limits the compose'r's freed-om,
Xenakis refers to his computer generated compositions as "stochastic" music. In
realizing these works he makes heavy use of the science of probability and statistics.
It is from this field that the term "stochastic" derives. Generally described, stochastic
music implies simply that random variables, selected according to certain probabilities,
are utilized in the calculation of a musical structure. In order to get a better feeling for
how such calculations function in the ST programs, it would be worthwhile to investigate briefly Xenakis's ideas on the perception of musical structures. These ideas center
on the concept that what is of highest musical importance in such structures are the
composite "groups" of sounds, rather than the individual sound events, Thus, each
"group" of sounds which is perceived as a structural entity can be thought of as a sound
"cloud". The speed, colour, density, and shape of this "cloud" then give a means of
characterizing the group as a whole. This is preferable to having to describe the cloud
note-by-no.te' via its constituent elements.
In adopting a theoretical basis in which the isolated event is secondary to the.group,
Xenakis then strove to evolve a meta-language for music which reflected this approach.
Given his ideas about "clouds" of sound, it is not surprising that he turne~ to statistics
and probability, which are well suited for such description. The essence of the ST program, tlierefore, is that it enables the user to describe the characteristics of the r.1cmds
of sound in a musical structure, using the terminology of statistics and probability. The
program then uses "stochastic" procedures to calculate the elements of these clouds
according to the user's specifications, The musical implications for the prospective
user, tlierefore, are that he must accept Xenakis' formalization concerning "clouds"
of sound, and be prepared to specify his ideas in terms "understandable" by the program, While there are definite limitations imposed on the composer by Xenakis' system,
it is one of the few which has resulted in tangible musical results.
The work of Koenig, as illustrated by the programs PROJECT I and PROJECT 2,
is based on an extension of serial technique which was prevalent in the 1950s. PROJECT I (1964) leaves little room for influence by the user. Basically, the same process
generates each piece, with only random variation. The program outputs information
for manual transcription concerning the following parameters: timbre, rhythm, pitch
class, octave register, and dynamics. Each composition thus generated consists of seven
"form-sections." The central idea behind the program is a play between the :'periodicity" and "aperiodicity" over each parameter. In terms of PROJECT I, periodicity
implies a sequence of similar values while aperiodicity means dissimilar values. For
each parameter there is a scale of seven levels of periodicity. Thus for any particular
parameter, each "form-section" has a different degree of periodicity (i.e., one scale
degree for each form-section). The sequence in which the degrees of each parameter's
scale appear in tHe "form-section" is random and may be different for each parameter.
Thus, PROJECT I can be seen as a program which generates compositions according
to a very narrowly'defined compositional model. Since it was written for his personal
use, this is not a drawback as long as the idea works musically, which it does, in this
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author's opinion. The biggest problem in this approach, however, is the investment
required to produce a program with such limitations.
Based on his experience with PROJECT I, Koenig attempted to write a compositional program which would be of general application. The result was PROJECT 2.
Basically, the attempt in PROJECT 2 is to enable the user to specify the compositional
rules whereby each of the various parameter values are selected throughout the piece.
Principles such as aleatoric, series, ratio (weighted alea) and tendency are available,
for example. As a result of this increased flexibility, however, the user is confronted
with the somewhat formidable task of understanding the framework of the program in
which his input data functions. As well, he must format this data in the appropriate
manner. Once done, however, the program is able to produce compositions of quite
diverse natures. Currently an interactive version of the program is being developed.
With it, PROJECT 2 shall not only become more accessible to composers, but probably'fulfil its promise as a tool for research into problems in computer composition.
Whilt: some compositions of interest and musical merit have been produced by
composing programs such as those discussed, certain questions do arise. The prime
one is this: given that decision making is undertaken by the program, to, what extent
do we posess sufficient knowledge of the musical processes involved to program the
knowledge base on which these decisions are made? Each of the projects mentioned
represents an attempt to deal with this problem. These efforts have brought to light
several previous misconceptions concerning music, just as attempts at au.omated
speech translation did in linguistics. The central issue was the inadequacy oftraditional
music theory to deal with the "musical process." That is ,to say, we are severely limited
in our current ability to establish a knowledge base for computerized musical decision
making. Consequently, those systems which have had musical success, such I.'s those
of Xenakis and Koenig, have of necessity been highly specialized in that aspect of
music with which they dealt, and therefore have been highly personalized. The writing
of a "generalized" system for the composition of music would presume a complete
understanding of a "grammar" for music; however, it is doubtful that such an understanding can exist. Thus, while programs such as PROJECT 2 are valuable in exploring
a particular theory, at this stage they cannot, by their very nature, be of general ap-

plication.

,

In terms of hardware, each of the above mentioned systems was initially implemented on a large-scale computer (the Xenakis program, for example, on an IBM
7090). Man-machine interaction involved the preparation of the initial input data, and
collection of the final results; there being no composer intervention during the actual;
realization of a composition due to the automated nature of the programs. In these
early systems, the completed composition was output by the computer in the form of
alphanumeric symbols. This encoded version would then be manually transcribed into
common musical notation (CMN) for performance by traditional musical instruments.
It is clear, however, that given appropriate facilities, the musical data could have been
output directly in the fonn of CMN. This could be done witlloutaffecting the compositional aspects of the program, while significantly improving the man-machine interface. An example of such a program has in fact been written (Byrd, 1974), which
automatically transcribes data produced by Xenakis' program. In addition, it i~ clear
thai man-machine communication would be further enhanced if the output of com-
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positional programs could be in tbe form of an acoustic realization of the completed
work. This is supported and demonstrated in the following discussion of computer
aided composition and sound synthesis techniques.
2) Computer Aided Composition
The above discussion has brought to light two main problems concerning composing
programs. First, it was illustrated that the more knowledge and power that is built
into a program, the less general its musical application (see also Truax, in press).
Second, attention was drawn to the limitations in our ability to formalize a basis for
musical decision making. As a result of these limitations, in many systems an alternative
to composing programs has been taken. This we will call "computer aided composition." We acknowledge that in the general sense, this term could cover the use oC-any
computer system (from sound synthesis to cpmposing programs) in the creation of
music; however, for the pu~pose of this survey a more limited scope is intended.
The key feature distinguishing computer aided composition from composing programs is the degree of interaction between the composer and the program during the
realization of a composition. In brief, computer aided composition implies only limited
decision m~king on tbe part of the computer, which is subject to the composer's intervention and control. Such interventioQ and control takes the form of a dialogue
between the composer and the program, and its nature is extremely important in the
evaluation of such systems.
One approach to computer aided composition is illustrated by the SCORE program
developed at Stanford University (Smith, 1972). SCORE is primarily a program which
enables a user to input, in music oriented terms, the pitch and rhythmic data to a sound
synthesis program. The effect, therefore. is to render the technology more accessible
to the musician. The user may not only create motives, but easily transpose or otherwise transform them. As well, he may introduce various degrees of randomness over
note sequences. All this is accomplished using an easily learned (for musicians) alphanumeric command language. One of the drawbacks with SCORE, however, is that
while the specification of the data to the program is interactive, its acoustic realization
is not necessarily so. As was stated above, SCORE is a program to input data to a
sound synthesis program; however, the type of.synthesis program generally used with
SCORE is of the MUSIC V type (see discussion of digital synthesis, below). Unfortunately, programs such as MUSIC V do not easily lend themselves to interactive sound
synthesis.
In terms of compositional power, the active role taken by the SCORE program is
quite minimal. It is primarily a tool of convenience which has proven its value in actual
practice. Its compositional power can be augmented, however, as can that of most
sound synthesis programs of the MUSIC V type. This is accomplished by combining
the basic program with special compositional programs or "subtoutines". The use of
such programs to generate parts of a composition has been described by Howe (Howe,
1975). Typically, the composer would write such subroutines himself, to generate certain of the musical data for a composition. The'problem is that the composer.is then
generally obligated to learn computer programming - ~ not altogether musical endeavour. Furthermore, it is seen that this approach to composition has more in common
with composing programs than with interactive computer aided comp.osition, as de-
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scribed below. Such an approach to computer composition has proven useful to many
.composers, such as Howe; nevertheless, for the composer just beginning to utilize
computers, it is important to realize that alternatives do exist.
As we saw, one of the key drawl:iacks of the SCORE system was that it did not necessarily enable the user to interactively audition all or part of the composition in progress. In recent years many researchers have been developing systems which, to varying
degrees, overcome this problem. For the most part, rather thim the large computer
(PDP-IO) used by SCORE, these systems have been implemented on inexpensive minicomputers. By using such machines, it becomes economically feasible to have the
entire system dedicated to serving a single musician-user. Such a dedicated machine
thus enables the prompt response (acoustic or otherwise) to the composer's commands.
Thus, the tools are provid~d, throughout the entire compositional process, for the
"intervention" and "control" associated with computer assisted composition. Examples
of such systems are the NRC system in Ottawa (Pulfer, 1970 and Tanner, 1972), the
GROOVE system (Mathews and Moore, 1970), POD (truax, 1973 and Buxton, 1977),
and that of the Experimental Music Studio of M.I.T. (Vercoe: Nov. 1976).
Each of the systems mentioned enables the composer to mould his materials in a
way somewhat analogous to a sculptor. With the NRC and M:I.T. systems, the composer expresses himself in terms of common musical notation. The GROOVE system,
on the other hand, utilizes a convenient form of graphical notation. To a greater or
lesser extent, each system enables the user to deal with groups of sounds at a time,
thereby going beyond the note-by-note approach of most sound synthesis programs.
In many cases, especially in the POD programs, the system augments the simple transformations possible with the NRC system. This program has the ability to generate
groups of sounds according to criteria similar to those seen in the ST program of
Xenakis. Here, groups or structures can then be easily played back, augmented, and
modified, thus defining the gradual evolution of a composition.
We see then, that the role of the computer aided system extends beyond that of an,
albeit powerful. musical scratch pad, to what could be considered a composer's "assistant". All of this does not come without certain drawbacks, however. As was stated
earlier, the main design criteria of such systems is to optimize, on a musical level, the
communication between such an assistant and the composer. In so doing, certain sacrifices as regards sound quality or diversity must usually be made. Given a system appropriate to his needs, however, the composer is usually well compensated for such
drawbacks, most of which are being overcome by current advances in technology.
In summary, the main attraction of computer aided composition systems is the
potential for learning and communication made available to the user (Truax, 1976)..
That is, in working with a program such as POD, the user is freed to concentrate on
problems of composition: the design of well formed musical structures, rather than
computer programming. Finally, it could be stated that it will most likely be through
the experience gained in working with such systems that composers will come to better
understand the compositional process, and thereby enable the development of better
technological tools for their craft (Laske, 1975).
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SOUND PRODUCTION WITH THE AID OF COMPUTERS
With sound synthesis, one must keep in mind the main task. This is the creation of an
electrical signal, which is the analogue of the acoustic pressure function defining the
sound to be produced. Simply stated, the goal is to produce a voltage comparable to
that output by the stylu's of a record player. Once produced, the electrical signal can
'be fed into an amplification system and converted into sound. In attempting to generate
such a signal, however, one runs into several problems. To begin with, the pressure
function associated with most sounds of musical interest is extremely complex (Risset
and Mathews, 1969, Grey, 1975, and Benade, 1976). Thus, it is necessary to find a less
complicated representation of the sound, before such a signal can be generated. Describing and synthesizing sound via 'its formant structure (as in much speech synthesis),
or component sine waves (as in Fourier synthesis) are two examples of such representations or "acoustic models" of sonic phenomena. Regarding such models, the interested
reader is referred to the excellent, if somewhat technical, survey in (Moorer, 1977).
Assuming the existence of such a model, it then remains to be asked, "how is the
model seen by the user'!'. That is, given that a user wishes to define the characteristics
of a sound to be synthesized using that model, what is the "description language" that
he must use to do so? Thus, it is important t~ distinguish between the mathematical
model being employed (the "internal representation") and how it is seen from the outside (the "external representation"). In some systems, such as those using Fourier synthesis, there is little' difference between the two; however, in cases where the model is
very complex, it is clear that some sort of meta-language more suitable to the musician
is desirable. 'The purpose of such a language is to render the acoustic model "transparent" to the user. Through such a language, the composer is able to specify information
in terms oriented to his application (music), letting the system translate this data into
a form more appropriate to the acoustic model in use. While not directly related to
computers, the "Solfege" developed by Pierre Schaeffer (Schaeffer, 1966) represents
an important effort in the development of such a music oriented description language
for sound. More recent research, such as that of Kaegi (Kaegi, 1973, 1974), is now
oriented towards the implementation of such description languages in interactive computermusic systems.
Computers have many advantages over conventional modes of sound synthesis,
such as the traditional electronic music studio. Generally stated, the computer is well
suited to deal with the complexities involved. In this regard, both its memory and calculating power play an important role. With a suitable computer, one can efficiently
simulate and test various acoustic models. The development of digital F.M. by John
Chowning of Stanford University (Chowning, 1973), which has had such an impact
on electro-acoustic music, is a case in point. Furthermore, it is precisely with the computer that we have the flexibility to develop description languages that make the resources of such acoustic models more accessible to the composer.
Some of the systems discussed below offer extreme flexibility, but often at the expense of increased cost and complexity. Others are easy to work with, but limited in
sonic repertoire and quality. Trade-offs must be made, and these are largely user/application dependent. To date, there have been three main approaches to using computers in the sound generating process. These are: digital synthesis, hybrid systems,
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and mixed digital syst~ms. Each of these approaches is presented below, with appropriate examples.
1) Digilal Symhesis
This is the "classical" technique of sound synthesis first developed by Max Mathews
of Bell laboratories. It is the technique used in the MUSIC IV & V programs
(Mathews, 1969), and their derivatives, including MUSIC 4B & 4BF by Howe and
Winham (Howe, 1975), and MUSIC 360 (Vercoe, 1973, 1975). As well, it is used in the
system of the C.E.M.A.Mu. (Xenakis), the IRMA system (Clough, 1971), and POD
(Truax, 1973). While a complete discussion of digital synthesis is beyond the scope of
this paper, the basic concepts are outlined below. For a more detailed treatment, the
reader is referred to Mathews (1969).
"
Sound. is perceived due to variations in the atmospheric pressure, as sensed by the
ear. Each.different sound is. characterized by a unique pattern of pressure variation.
Assuming that for a given sound we knew what this pattern was, we could then generate, on a digital computer, a sequence of numbers whose magnitude fluctuated in a way
analogous to the pressure pattern under consideration. If the variation in the numbers'
values is an adequate representation of the desired acoustic pressure variation (what
is considered adequate will be discussed below), we can output the "samples" of the
number sequence from the computer, through a device known as a "digital to analogue
(D to A) converter" (Kritz, 1975; Freeman, 1977). This device produces a voltage whose
amplitude is proportional to the magnitude of the number given as input. It is clear,
therefore, that the voltage output by the D to A converter will then be analogous to
the variations of the pressure pattern, just as is the sequence of numbers given as input.
This fluctuating voltage can then be fed to an amplification system in the manner already discussed, thereby producing the desired sound.
Inherent in digital synthesis is an important trade-off. Information theory tells us
that in order to adequately represent the bandwidth of audio (circa 16 kHz), the minimum number of numerical samples needed to represent one second of sound is 32,000
(Mathews, 1969). Even with the most powerful computers, this factor renders the calculation of all but the shortest and simplest compositions extremely expensive. This
is where the nature of the acoustic mo~el used is very important. The MUSIC V class
of programs (which dominate the field) utilizes a model which digitally simulates the
workings of apparatus found in an electronic music studio. While offering generality
and complexity (one can simulate any "idealized" studio set-up with this system), one
must pay in tenris of long turnaround (i.e., typically a day between the time that data
is submitted and the time when acoustic output is returned); furthermore, the complexity of the calculations involved dictates the use of a large general purpose computer, such as an LB.M. series 360. This implies expense, sharing the system with other
users, and generally working in a "batch" (card readers, etc.) environment, none of
which is conducive to creative work. On the other hand, the general availability of such
computers, the portability of the software, and the generality offered, makes such
systems attractive to many users. Furthermore, the replacement of the "batch" approach' by timesharing has improved the man-machine interface of some systems, such
as that at Stanford University.
One can, however, take an alternate approach. Due to recent technological develop-
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ments, small low cost (under $20,000) "mini-computers" are a viable alternative for
music' systems. While these machines have neither the calculative power nor the mem-'
ory capacity of their larger brothers, they do make it economically feasible for an entire
system to be dedicated to a single musician-user. This makes it possible for the first
,. time to have computer music systems tailor made to meet the composer's needs. In
. digital synthesis, the price one pays for these advantages is a loss in generality and
;

~ound quality; a mini-computer can simply not do as much inas short a time as an

I.B. M. model 360, for example. However, by choosing an acoustic model Which is computationally efficient, these drawbacks can be largely overcome, with the added benefit
. that sounds cali be auditioned immediately, in "real-time," Two examples of such
systems are those of Truax (1973) and that at the Xerox Research Labs at Palo Alto,
California (Saunders, 1975; Kaehler, 1975). Each of these systems is highly interactive,
and capable of producing complex sounds with time-varying spectra. The results of
such interaction are systems in which the potential for learning is very great.
While the system's of Saunders and Truax are in some ways limiting, such limitations are largely technical, and are rapidly being overcome by current technology. One
should examine carefully their advantages from a musical viewpoint: both offer a wide
paletfe of timbres through their use of the F.M. technique, and both are easy to learn.
Furthermore, one must reconsider the terms in which we mean "loss of generality" for
such systems. While the POD system is far less flexible than MUSIC V in its capacity
for sound generation, its implementation enables the synthesis portion to be combined
with an interactive compositional system, thus offering the composer a complete music
package.
In summary, the trade-off with digital synthesis is generality and sound quality vs
interaction and cost. The choice between the two is largely dependent on whether the
system is composition or research oriented.
.
2) Hybrid Systems
In hybrid systems, sound production is carried out by analogue generators (oscillators,
synthesizers, etc.), rather than by a computer. The computer in this case is used as a
device to control the operation of the peripherals. Examples of such systems iue PIPER
(Gabura and Ciamaga, 1968), GROOVE (Mathews, 1970; Mathews and Moore, 1970),
the Yale synthesizer (Friend, 1971), MUSYS (Grogono, 1973) and EMS (Wiggen,
1972).
In using peripheral sound generators, the computational demands are greatly reduced, as compared with digital synthesis, Whereas digital synthesis requires a mini. mum of 32,000 samples per second, hybrid systems only need approximately 100 for
each device being controlled. As a result, smaller, and therefore less expensive computers can be used (for example, MUSYS utilizes a PDP 8, and EMS Stockholm a
PDP 15). Furthermore, since sound quality is dependent on the quality of the devices
being controlled, interactive systems can be' implemented without the resultant loss of
quality seen in digital synthesis.
By the very nature of hybrid systems, the acoustic model (and description language)
typically used is a reflection of the apparatus being controlled. Such is the case with
both the EMS and M USYS systems; for example, in the EMS 1 language, one specifies

a sound in terms of the connections, settings and timings for the actual apparatus of
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the analogue studio. The computer then "plays back" the events as specified, to be
accepted or modified by the user. The GROOVE system has expanded on this concept
by introducing a graphics oriented control language which enables the user to modify
the values of previously defined parameters during playback. The user's. role during
playback thereby becomes analogous to the conductor's in orchestral music.
Smaller, portable hybrid systems are now appearing, which are suitable for performance in concert situations. Examples of such systems are the HYBRID IV system
of Ed Kobrin (Kobrin, 1975; Smith and Kobrin, 1977), and the systems commercially
available from Donald Buchla Associates. Whether used in the studio or in concert,
the main appeal of hybrid systems is the ability to perform, in real time, compositions
made up of complex control and timing functions, and patching sequences, thereby
bypassing the previous dependence on audio tape in auditioning the complete composition; furthermore, the utility of many systems extends beyond this use of the computer as an expanded sequencer, in that the user is able to invoke previously defined
compositional procedures during actual performance. Two interesting approaches to
this type of system are presented in (Rosenboom, 1975) and (Pinzarrone, 1977).
There are however, several drawbacks to hybrid systems. While the quality of the
sound output by an analogue device may be quite high, the stability and accuracy can
in no way match that of the digital device. Furthermore, whereas with a system such
as MUSIC V, one can hypothetically simulate any number of analogue devices in any
configuration, with hybrid systems one is restricted by the number and type of actual

devices available.

.

3) Mixed Digital Systems
Mixed digital systems are those systems in which a computer is used as a control device
for a digital sound generator, such as a digital oscillator. Existing examples of this
approach to sound synthesis are the Dartmouth synthesizer (Alonso et aI., 1975), the
YOCOM system (Zinovieff, 1972), VOSIM (Tempelaars, 1976), the University of
Illinois (Beauchamp et aI., 1975), the I.R.c.A.M. system (Di Giugno, in press), and
(Chamberlain, 1976). This type of system is perhaps the most promising in terms of
the future of interactive computer music systems.
A 'conception of mixed digital systems can be gained by considering that any procedure that can be realized as a program (software), could theoretically also be realized
by appropriate apparatus (hardware). That is, one could build a special processor to
execute any programmable task. This processor is in turn controlled by the CPU of
the main computer. While expensive, in realizing a complex procedure in hardware
rather than software, one gains in one area in particular, that of time. Thus, if one
developed an especially good - but time consuming - paradigm for sound generation
using MUSIC V, for example, the paradigm could then be realized in hardware, enabling it to function in real time. Consequently, much research is now being carried
out (by Kaegi, for example), to develop models which lend themselves to such implementation.
Mixed digital systems take the best from both worlds. One has the speed (and associated convenience) of an analogue hybrid system, combined with the accuracy and
stability of digital synthesis. This is emphasized by the sampling rates of about 50 kHz
~-'LI- ...:.1. 01.:. ta,.hn;nlll' (ZinoviefO. or the ability of the Dartmouth synthesizer
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to output 16 voice's of high quality F.M., in real time. The one shortcoming, as with
the analogue hybrid systems, is the limitation set by the hardware configuration of the
"synthesizer". This factor merely emphasizes the need to evolve an adequate acoustic
model' before realizing it in hardware; however, mixed digital systems have a distinct
advantage over analogue hybrid installations. With the advent of inexpensive "microcomputers", it is becoming feasible to construct systems which can be quickly reconfigured in order to realize various alternative paradigms for sound generation.

SUMMARY
In summary, we have seen that there exist several different approaches to computer
music. The various degrees to which a digital computer can participate in the compositional process have been discussed, together with the various types of such participation. Both composing programs and computer "aided" composition were examined.
In addition, we have seen that there exist several approaches to generating sound for
musical purposes using a computer. Techniques considered included digital, hybrid,
and mixed digital synthesis. It has been shown that the various systems extant can be
compared in term's of how acoustic phenomena are represented to the machine and to
the user, and furthermore, in terms of the method of obtaining sounds from these
representations.
From the above survey, it can be seen that the current trend in computer music is
towards systems which are more "accessible" to the composer in the physical, ec.onomit; and music-theoretical sense. This is seen, in the mind of the author, as a tendency
towards small interactive jystems. It is felt that with mini-computer based mixed digital
systems, coupled with well thought out modes of communication (graphic languages,
etc.), .-he full potential of computers will be felt in both the composition and performance of music. Regardless of the accuracy of this conclusion, it is hoped that the
preceding discussion will prove useful to those either actively or passively interested
in tbe field.
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